A Chinese Martial Arts Centre of Excellence for Adults / Children to Learn ...
South SHAOLIN Kungfu, Self-Defence, Wu Chi / Tai Chi Relaxation, KIXX Boxing Martial Circuits, Competition Fighting ...

KIXX Martial Arts Club - Easter School 2016
This years Easter School took the theme of televisions popular Dr Who series. The task was to produce an episode of
approx 5 minutes duration. The children responded to the
task really well. They produced ‘story boards’, created
characters and monsters, worked on martial stunt fighting
routines and built a set from objects in the clubhouse. They
had to consider lighting, props, continuity and health and
safety at all times.

KIXX Martial Arts Club - Gradings
(1) Chinese Boxing Grading on Saturday 21st May from
12:30pm. Those students that are ready to grade will receive a letter of invitation from their instructor. If you receive a letter please let Tracy know that you are going to
attend.

Despite all of the above the children also had to find time
for their ‘Work Books’ which contained a daily diary, puzzles, pictures and a very long quiz!!! Everyone had a really
good time and are now awaiting the final draft movie of the
episode they ‘shot’.
Parents please note that if you would like a copy of all of
the photos and videos please pass a memory chip to Nigel.
KIXX Martial Arts Club
The Fight Club on the 30th of April was a five hour diverse
medley of sparring styles ranging from pushing hands, Shaolin catching (wuzuquan), set sparring, groundwork, semi-contact and full contact. All bouts were fought by agreement so
there were no issues with rules or levels of contact.

(2) Competition Wushu Grading on Saturday 11th June
from 12:30pm. Those students that are ready to grade will
receive a letter of invitation from their instructor. If you
receive a letter please let Tracy know that you are going to
attend.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

KIXX Martial Arts Club - KIDZ Chinese Boxing
The names of the winners to be awarded the weekly KIXX
KIDZ Chinese Boxing Trophy for this month:

Dasiy Mallion, Sara Reszka, Lucy Wilkinson,
Ben Manning and Rhys Morfey
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

KIXX Martial Arts Club - KIDZ Qingda Sparring
The names of the winners to be awarded the weekly KIXX
KIDZ Qingda Sparring Trophy for this month:

Edgards Protizane, Cody Deuchar and Zane Kaler
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Some of the
participants ...

CALENDAR 2015 - Dates to Remember…
2nd May - Bank Holiday (Closed)
15th May - Adult High Grades Course
21st May - Adult and Junior Grading
22nd May - Junior High Grades Course
30th May - Bank Holiday (Closed)
11th June - Competition Wushu Class Grading
12th June - Demonstration at Sandling School Fair

